When choosing a new place to live, people are often concerned about safety They may want to know if a certain address is
in a “safe” neighborhood and a “good place to live” based upon the level of crime in the neighborhood .

Crime Data ...
There are problems with using crime data alone to judge if a certain address is a good place to live.
Please consider the following:

•

Comparing raw numbers of crimes in two areas to decide which is safer is difficult. The same number of incidents means different things in
different areas. Some neighborhoods, such as those in the heart of downtown, have a lot of people moving through them every day. Other
neighborhoods have relatively few people in them during the day. Three daytime assaults in a quiet, outlying neighborhood might be a major
crime problem three daytime assaults near downtown might be typical or even low. This makes it difficult to compare areas just on the number
of crimes.

•

No one can predict solely on the basis of past data exactly where crime will occur in the future. This makes it difficult to choose a house or a
block that will always be "safe."

•

Not all crime is reported to the police - as much as 50 percent of some types of crime may go unreported. Some people don't report crimes
they consider "minor," and that is an individual decision. Historically, some groups of people have been more likely to report crime to the police
than other groups.

•

People are often most afraid of crimes committed by strangers. However, many crimes are committed by friends, acquaintances and family
members. Both stranger and non-stranger crimes are included in most of the data available from the Minneapolis Police Department.
•
•

Occasionally, programming or human errors cause crimes to be placed at the wrong location on maps.
Most importantly, many things that may make you feel unsafe don't get included in crime statistics. Everyone is
different. You may feel uncomfortable in places that are poorly lighted at night, or where there is a lot of noise, or
where people hang out on street corners and ask for money. None of this shows up in most crime data.

Choosing a Place to Live...

...and feeling safe.
What feels "safe" is different for each person. It's important to trust your instincts. Instead of relying
on numbers of crimes reported, we suggest you do the following to determine if a new location will
feel safe to you:

•

Experience your new location. Go there several times at different hours of the day. Talk with neighbors, local businesses, religious institutions,
etc. to see how people feel about living on the block. Find out if there is an active block or apartment club, how often neighbors get together,
what kind of problems there might be, etc.

•
•

Contact the local neighborhood association. Find out what current issues and concerns are and how you can get involved.

Remember that prevention is your best defense. Contact your SAFE staff to ask crime prevention questions and receive educational material.
Join a block or apartment club. If there is no active block/apartment club, we can help you start one. If problems that affect your quality of life (drug
houses, loud parties, prostitution, vandalism, etc.) develop on your block, we can help you and your neighbors reach solutions.

Good luck with your decision.
English: Attention. If you want help translating this information, call 612-673-3737
Spanish: Atención. Si desea recibir asistencia gratuita para traducir esta información, llame 612-673-2700
Somali: Ogow. Haddii aad dooneyso in lagaa kaalmeeyo tarjamadda macluumaadkani oo lacag la’ aan wac 612-673-3500
Hmong: Ceeb toom. Yog koj xav tau kev pab txhais cov xov no rau koj dawb, hu 612-673-2800
Sign Language: TTY 612-673-2626
If you need this material in an alternative format, please contact the Minneapolis Police Department at 612-673-2912
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